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At Moen, we’re driven to create innovations that enhance the lives of the people who use our products. This singular, guiding principle serves as the foundation for every faucet and every feature we set out to design.

Adhering to such a distinctive design philosophy requires us to gather insights from those who buy, use and install our products. So we take the time to listen, observe and learn from real customers in real-world situations. We do this to bring you more thoughtfully designed innovations and more exceptional experiences. To offer products that not only meet your expectations, but anticipate your desires as well.

You’ll discover the difference this philosophy makes in our unique, user-centric innovations—like ioDIGITAL®, Showering, MotionSense™ Reflex®, and Spot Resist™ finishes.

Innovation is one thing. Inspiration is another.

We know you want a style that can captivate you from across the room. You appreciate designs that spark your imagination and stimulate your senses.

That’s why we pair our meaningful innovations with an exceptional variety of attractive styles and dazzling finishes. From the elegance of period traditional to the streamlined refinement of minimalist contemporary, you’ll find a host of amazing ways to express yourself and invite beauty into your home.

Count on Moen. For products with a purpose, looks that appeal and experiences that will delight.

It’s not just a faucet.
It’s a philosophy.
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Still undecided?

Visit the Faucet Selector tool at moen.com to find options that match your style, budget and more. All you have to do is answer a few questions about your kitchen or bath and select from a list of personal preferences. It’s a fast and easy way to choose the perfect faucet for your project and your dreams. Try it at www.moen.com/#faucet-selector.

Access Moen online. And on the go.

Whether you connect with us on your computer or your smartphone, Moen is your 24/7 resource for useful information: get inspired with ideas, use our Faucet Selector tool to find a faucet that fits your taste and budget, view product details and select from additional finish options. Find out how to install your faucet, or find an installer to do it for you. Download literature and more! Check us out.
Create the kitchen of your dreams.

From traditional to contemporary and everything in between, Moen has the style you're looking for to help create the kitchen of your dreams.

Our kitchen suites feature a variety of stylish, functional and reliable kitchen faucets available in multiple finishes.

All designed to fit your lifestyle and enhance your décor.

All Moen lav and kitchen faucets are California AB1953 and Vermont S152 compliant.
Design is more than style. Consider faucet functionality.

- Hands-free convenience makes routine tasks faster and easier.
- Pulldown spouts provide easy access in and around the sink.
- High-arc designs are perfect for filling larger pots.
- Two-handle faucets enable precise adjustment. Single-handle models offer easy, one-hand operation.
- The Pot Filler is the ultimate epicurean luxury in the kitchen.
- Bar faucet brings water to entertainment or prep areas.

Determine the mounting options for your sink.

- Faucets are measured by the distance between mounting holes, center-to-center.
- Most two-handle kitchen faucets are 8-inch centers, while bar faucets are 4-inch centers.
- If you chose a single-hole mount faucet, extra holes can be covered by a deckplate or used for accessories such as a soap/lotion dispenser.
- Undermount sinks allow unlimited flexibility with faucet position.
Wave goodbye to chores and hello to hands-free convenience.

Imagine the convenience of having a kitchen faucet that can sense what you’re trying to accomplish and respond to what you need, the moment you need it. MotionSense™ does.

With MotionSense, you can use simple hand movements to turn the water on and off. This hands-free convenience lets you speed through everyday tasks with greater ease and efficiency. Plus, being able to use the faucet without having to touch it helps you control the spread of dirt and germs—reducing the chances of cross-contamination and minimizing the need to repeatedly clean your faucet.

Three ways MotionSense™ responds to you.

1. Pass your hand over the Wave Sensor at the top of the faucet spout. MotionSense will turn your faucet on and run water until you turn it off. Great for filling large pots and washing dishes.

2. The Ready Sensor detects when you place your hands or an object below the spout and supplies water only until you exit the sensor zone. That means you’ll use water more wisely when you need to wash your hands or rinse a plate.

3. Use the handle at any time to turn on the faucet or adjust flow and temperature.

Watch MotionSense deliver convenience on command. Scan here for a video demo. Download app at getscanlife.com.
Spot Resist™ Finish

At Moen, we know that keeping your kitchen faucet free of fingerprints and water spots is an ongoing battle. It’s not surprising, because the kitchen is the most used room in your home.

That’s why we developed the Spot Resist Stainless finish. Spot Resist does just what it says—resists fingerprints and water spots—so you’ll have one less thing you need to clean every day. This attractive finish maintains the brilliance of your faucet so you can spend more time enjoying your home ... and less time cleaning it. And when it is time for periodic cleaning, Spot Resist easily wipes clean.

reflex® A truly user-friendly experience.

The Reflex® system is a comprehensive collection of features and design enhancements created to optimize hose and sprayer operation on Moen pulldown faucets. These improvements combine to work in concert with each other—enhancing overall functionality and usability, and delivering a truly user-friendly experience.

Easiest to pull down
Compared to any other pulldown design, Reflex makes Moen pulldown faucets at least 40% easier to unlatch and extend.*

Exceptional range of motion
Combined with an ultra-flexible hose, the spray wand swivels to offer a wide range of motion and effortless, natural response.

Self-retracting action
Only pulldown faucets with the Reflex system will retract to the docked position from any distance without additional assistance.

*Test measured pounds of force required for straight extraction of sprayer from spout.
MotionSense provides the convenience of having a kitchen faucet that can literally sense what you’re trying to accomplish and respond to what you need, the moment you need it. That’s because MotionSense activates flow based on simple hand movements. This convenient, hands-free control assists in accomplishing routine tasks with greater speed and efficiency. MotionSense is now available on faucets in our traditionally styled Brantford collection or with the tailored look of our transitionally styled Arbor collection.

Brantford High-Arc Hands-Free Single-Handle Pulldown Faucet with MotionSense / 7185E NEW!

Arbor High-Arc Hands-Free Single-Handle Pulldown Faucet with MotionSense / 7594E

See page 9 for more information.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)
90°™

With ultra-modern styling, 90° kitchen and bar/prep faucets are a study in minimalism. Geometric forms, squared corners and straight lines create an urban focal point for today’s contemporary kitchens.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)

NEW!
See page 9 for more information.
Woodmere®

Woodmere kitchen and bar/prep faucets deliver traditional style redefined for today’s more casual homes. Distinctive details, like a flowing high-arc spout and gently contoured handle, add charm without the fuss.

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)

**NEW!**

See page 9 for more information.

**reflex™**

See page 9 for more information.

**SPOT RESIST.**

See page 9 for more information.
Ascent®

With Ascent, modern style is anything but austere. Clean, precise and undeniably contemporary, Ascent kitchen and bar/prep faucets have a sweeping style that brings contemporary vibrancy to a space.

Ascent® 90

Ascent 90 takes the clean, precise lines of our Ascent collection a step further with a wider-angle spout that makes any sink a modern showplace.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), Matte Black (BL), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)

reflex™
See page 9 for more information.

SPOT RESIST.
See page 9 for more information.

NEW!
STō™ NEW!

It’s what you don’t see that makes all the difference. The pulldown wand blends seamlessly into the slim faucet neck for an impeccably put-together look that keeps modern conveniences concealed. Precision lines from top to bottom create a style that can be carried throughout contemporary kitchens.

Single-Handle Pulldown Faucet / S72308 NEW!

Single-Handle Pulldown Bar/Prep Faucet / S62308 NEW!

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), Matte Black (BL), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)
Waterhill®

Vintage, farmhouse-fresh and full of character: The Waterhill collection of kitchen and bar/prep faucets brings provincial elegance to today’s more traditional homes. Period-era details, like a gooseneck spout, bridge design and top finial, give each faucet an authentic feel.

See page 9 for more information.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome, LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS), Wrought Iron (WR)
Weymouth® **NEW!**

Weymouth’s gracious design details and distinctive Victorian finishing touches present a sense of uncommon luxury for today’s traditional kitchens. Signature styling elements include a decorative top finial and a refined shepherd’s spout.

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**

Chrome (C), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist Stainless (SRS), LifeShine® Polished Nickel (NL)

**NEW! Weymouth® Single-Handle Faucet with side spray / S72101 NEW!**

**NEW! Weymouth® Single-Handle Bar/Prep Faucet / S62101 NEW!**

See page 9 for more information.
Pot Filler

Ready to inspire the master chef in you? The Pot Filler is the ultimate epicurean luxury with all the details needed to ensure convenient flow control over a cooktop. Dual joints allow for maximum reach, and dual shutoff valves mean never reaching over a hot surface to turn it off. Choose from two distinct styles—Traditional or Modern—to coordinate with any décor preference.

Modern Pot Filler with dual shut-offs / S665
Not available in Oil Rubbed Bronze

Traditional Pot Filler with dual shut-offs / S664

See page 9 for more information.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome, LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)
Arbor®

Arbor’s smooth profile is tailored to perfection. The slight flare of the handle and the curve of the pulldown spout make this a transitional look that works with a variety of decorating styles.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), Matte Black (BL), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)
Brantford™

Like the best decorative appointments, Brantford kitchen and bar/prep faucets make a traditionally styled space feel truly finished. The bulb-shaped pulldown spout enhances the curvature of the faucet body and handle, for a truly polished look.

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**

Chrome (C), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)

NEW!
From intimate galley kitchens to large gourmet workstations, Align faucets bring a refreshed modern look to your home. Simple lines create the contemporary style, while a pulldown wand delivers in-demand functionality.

**New! Align™**

**NEW!**

**Single-Handle Pulldown Faucet**
7565 NEW!

**Single-Handle Faucet with side spray**
7165 NEW!

**Single-Handle Pulldown Bar/Prep Faucet**
5965 NEW!

**Choose Your Finish**
Chrome (C), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)

See page 9 for more information.
Level®

Level kitchen and bar/prep faucets deliver an urban style that’s crisp and bold. With its cultivated European influence, Level brings modern design and chic sophistication to any kitchen.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL)

See page 9 for more information.
Aberdeen™

Elegance abounds with Aberdeen kitchen faucets. With many intricate architectural details, its traditional style also delivers up-to-date functionality. The extra height of the high-arc spout provides ample clearance to wash large pots.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)

See page 9 for more information.
Vestige®

A faceted base and elegant, high-arc spout are perfect examples of the stunning details that make Vestige so special. This turn-of-the-century design is an ideal match for a highly traditional kitchen outfitted with authentic stone or marble.

**NEW!**
See page 9 for more information.

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS)
Camerist®

It’s the little things that add up to a lot of transitional style for Camerist: a flared-tip spout, simple curves and single-handle operation create an updated basic collection.

SPOT RESIST.
See page 9 for more information.

NEW!

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Spot Resist™ Stainless (SRS), Glacier (W) Available on 7545 only

Single-Handle Pullout Faucet / 7545
High-Arc Single-Handle Pullout Bar/Prep Faucet / 5955

Extensa®

Extensa’s soft modern styling and streamlined shape blend perfectly with any kitchen décor, and it features the convenience of a pullout spout.

Single-Handle Pullout Faucet / 7560

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), Matte Black (BL), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Ivory (IV), Glacier (W)
AquaSuite® Filtering Faucet

AquaSuite provides separate cold, filtered drinking water with the convenience of simple single-hole installation—perfect for a secondary sink or use in conjunction with your kitchen faucet. Plus, the traditional high-arc spout design pairs perfectly with nearly any decorating style.

AquaSuite Filtering Faucet / 77200
9600 filter included.

Replacement Filter / 9601
• Long-life filter needs to be replaced only twice a year.
• Visit moen.com or call 1-800-BUY-MOEN to order replacement filters.

Indicator light turns on as a reminder when it’s time to change the filter.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Classic Stainless (CSL), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)
1600™ Professional Series Stainless Steel Sinks

Constructed from premium, durable 16-gauge stainless steel, each sink in the 1600 Professional Series is built to withstand your toughest chores, creative cooking whims and heaviest pots and pans. Exceptional sound deadening and a wear-resistant uniform brushed finish—backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty—assure the functionality and beauty last.

Double Bowl
G16200
31” x 20” x 10”

Also available:
Big/Medium Double Bowl
G16221
34” x 20” x 10”

Big Single
G16100
32” x 20” x 10”

Bar/Prep
G16430
16” x 20” x 10”

SoundSHIELD™
All sinks feature SoundSHIELD, assuring exceptional noise reduction and quiet dependability.
**1800™ Series Stainless Steel Sinks**

High-quality construction and extensive selection come together in our 1800 Series. Strong 18-gauge stainless steel serves as a solid base for a wide array of design options. Exceptional sound deadening and a wear-resistant uniform brushed finish—backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty—assure the functionality and beauty last.

**UNDERMOUNT SINKS**

- **D-Shape Double Bowl**
  - G18246
  - 32” x 18” x 8” & 10”

- **Double Bowl / G18231**
  - 29” x 18” x 10” & 8”

- **Single Bowl / G18110**
  - 29” x 16” x 10”

**DROP-IN SINK**

- **D-Shape Double Bowl**
  - G182571 1-hole
  - G182574 4-hole (shown)
  - 33” x 22” x 10”

**SoundSHIELD™**

All sinks feature SoundSHIELD, assuring exceptional noise reduction and quiet dependability.
2000™ Series Stainless Steel Sinks

The 2000 Series delivers design and functionality at a value. A variety of configurations and mounting options in quality 20-gauge stainless steel gives you choices that fit almost any countertop material—backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

UNDERMOUNT SINKS

D-Shape Double Bowl
G20256
27” x 16½” x 7½”

Double Bowl / G20210
29” x 16” x 7½”

DROP-IN SINKS

D-Shaped Double Bowl
G202591  1-hole
G202593  3-hole
G202594  4-hole
33” x 22” x 7”

Double Bowl
G202594  4-hole
33” x 22” x 6½”

DROP-IN BAR SINK

Single Bowl
TG2045622  2-hole [shown] with 4904 bar faucet and strainer/drain assembly

KG2045622  2-hole
15” x 15” x 5 ½”
Bar faucet not included.

SoundSHIELD™
All sinks feature SoundSHIELD, assuring exceptional noise reduction and quiet dependability.
The 2200 Series offers 22-gauge stainless steel construction that provides sturdy functionality and most commonly used configurations—backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

2200™ Series
Stainless Steel Sinks

DROP-IN SINKS

Double Bowl
G222171 1-hole
G222173 3-hole
G222174 4-hole (shown)
33” x 22” x 6 1/2”
Rear hole drain opening also available.

Single Bowl
G221961 1-hole
G221963 3-hole
G221964 4-hole (shown)
25” x 22” x 7”

DROP-IN BAR SINK

Single Bowl
G2245622 2-hole (shown)
with 2” drain opening
G224562 2-hole
15” x 15” x 5”
with 3 1/2” drain opening

SoundSHIELD™
All sinks feature SoundSHIELD, assuring exceptional noise reduction and quiet dependability.
Shower & Bath
Custom Options and Collections
The easy indulgence.

The innovative ioDIGITAL® controller lets you fine-tune water temperature and flow with electronic precision. And once you’ve dialed in a great spa experience, you can recreate it any time you desire with the touch of one button. Add the convenience of an optional remote control to turn on your bath or shower from across the room or while still in bed. Best of all, Moen makes this technology easy to understand and simple to use—because that’s the way a spa should be!
VERTICAL SPA

The ultimate blend of technology and luxury. The ioDIGITAL vertical spa controller puts you in command of precise temperature and flow, four custom presets and one-touch activation of multiple water spray outlets as well. Switch from shower to body spray, tub spout, hand shower or rainshower. The choice is yours.

SHOWER

ioDIGITAL can make your shower feel great even before you get wet. Call up your preferred temperature and flow at the push of a button, and wait for the LED indicators to tell you when your shower matches your settings. No cold shocks or scramble to adjust handles the instant you step in.

ROMAN TUB

Imagine having someone to draw you a bath every day. ioDIGITAL will. Push your preset, close the drain, and go light a few candles. ioDIGITAL will have your tub filled to the perfect temperature and level whenever you’re ready to slide in.
Custom Showering Options
Moen® components are designed to work together so you can create a complete customized showering system using several options. Need help getting started with your design? Visit www.moen.com/#shower-planner.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
As the leader in the industry, Moen offers you the ultimate flexibility to create just about any showering experience you can imagine. You’ll even find innovations that use water more efficiently without sacrificing performance. All in the look you love. Which means it’s easy for you to turn your dream design into a showcase shower.

Ask your showroom representative to help you assemble the right products to match your idea of extraordinary.

VERTICAL SPAS
Our vertical spa system delivers the premium experience you demand: maximum force, flow and coverage. And let’s not forget pure design freedom. They’re all critical to your enjoyment of a relaxing shower. And they’re all front and center in the Moen vertical spa experience.

Create nearly any vertical spa imaginable with high-quality Moen components. Place your desired components on a single wall or surround yourself in blissful exhilaration. And don’t forget the ceiling—a perfect spot to mount a rainshower.

With an Isabel® Multi-Function showerhead, you can go from a relaxing rainshower to a concentrated rinse at the flip of a lever. Immersion® Rainshower Technology creates three times more spray power than traditional rainshowers for better performance.

Use body sprays to direct a vigorous flow of water at any, or every, inch of your body. Moen flushmount models feature a wider angle of pivot for more precise aim and more complete coverage.

For added indulgence, install a ceiling-mounted showerhead to replicate the tranquil, water-drenching sensation of being in a soothing rain shower.

Go beyond the standard showerhead. Install a hand shower to get a wide range of motion and spray water only where you want it. Ideal for bathing kids and pets, and a safe option for those who need to sit while in the shower.
Until now, rainshowers have been plagued by drooping spray and poor performance due to lack of water pressure across the entire spray face. Exclusive Immersion® Rainshower Technology channels water through a spoke design in the showerhead cavity. This concentrates and magnifies the natural force of water to dramatically enhance your showering experience. Immersion is featured on every Moen® rainshower showerhead.

Moen’s multi-function rainshowers go from an 8” spray face rainshower to revitalizing rinse with the flip of a lever. You get two refreshing experiences from one showerhead.

TWO-FUNCTION RAINSHOWER

9" Moen® Multi-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / S1311
2.0 gpm / S1311EP†

8" Velocity® Two-Function Rainshower
2.5 gpm / S6320
2.0 gpm / S6320EP†

10" Waterhill® Showerhead
2.5 gpm / S112
2.0 gpm / S112EP†

7" Fina® Showerhead
2.5 gpm / S176
2.0 gpm / S176EP†

7" Felicity® Single-Function Rainshower
2.5 gpm / S146
2.0 gpm / S146EP†

7" Isabel® Single-Function Rainshower
2.5 gpm / S136
2.0 gpm / S136EP†

8" Flat Rainshower
2.5 gpm / S6360
2.0 gpm / S6360EP†

7" Single-Function Rainshower
2.5 gpm / S6310
2.0 gpm / S6310EP†

6" 90°™ Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / S6340
1.75 gpm / S6340EP†
1.5 gpm / S6340EP15† NEW!

6" Voss™ Rainshower
2.5 gpm / S6365
2.0 gpm / S6365EP†

All Eco-Performance (EP) rainshower showerheads and hand showers are certified to meet or exceed WaterSense® standards.

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.
STANDARD AND ECO-PERFORMANCE SHOWERHEADS

Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / S6335
2.0 gpm / S6335EP+

Moenflo® XLT Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / S6312
1.75 gpm / S6312EP+

ENVI® Three-Function Eco-Performance Showerhead
2.0 gpm / 3232EP+
1.75 gpm / 3233EP+

Four-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 3638 NEW!
2.0 gpm / 3638EP+ NEW!

Four-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 3838
2.0 gpm / 3838EP+

Five-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 3855
2.0 gpm / 3855EP+

Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 6399
1.75 gpm / 6399EP+

Moenflo XL Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 6302
1.75 gpm / 6302EP+
1.5 gpm / 6302EP15+ NEW!

Voss™ Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 6325
1.75 gpm / 6325EP+

Eco-Performance Showerhead, Arm and Flange
1.75 gpm / 6307EP+

EasyClean® XLT Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 6303
1.75 gpm / 6303EP+
1.5 gpm / 6313+

EasyClean XL Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 6304
1.75 gpm / 6304EP+

EasyClean XL Single-Function Showerhead
2.5 gpm / 6300
1.75 gpm / 6300EP+
1.5 gpm / 6300EP15+ NEW!

BODY SPRAYS

Flushmount Square Body Spray / TS1320*
Flushmount Round Body Spray / TS1322*

Body Spray / A501
Also available in Antique Bronze, Antique Nickel, Nickel, Polished Brass and Wrought Iron.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Type</th>
<th>Flow Rate Options</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twist™ Four-Function</td>
<td>2.0 gpm / S3870EP‡</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weymouth® Single-Function</td>
<td>1.75 gpm / S12107EP‡</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°™ Single-Function</td>
<td>1.75 gpm / S3879EP‡</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-Function</td>
<td>2.5 gpm / 3867</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-Function</td>
<td>2.0 gpm / 3867EP‡</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVI® Three-Function</td>
<td>1.75 gpm / 3863EP‡</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-Function</td>
<td>2.5 gpm / 3869</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-Function</td>
<td>1.75 gpm / 3869EP‡</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fina® Single-Function</td>
<td>2.5 gpm / S11705</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicity® Single-Function</td>
<td>2.5 gpm / S145</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-Function</td>
<td>2.0 gpm / 3836EP+</td>
<td>NEW! Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-Function</td>
<td>2.5 gpm / 3861EP+</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-Function</td>
<td>2.5 gpm / 3865EP+</td>
<td>Drop ell sold separately.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‡All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.
Surround yourself in luxury.

Whether you’re searching for clean, contemporary décor, Old World styling or anything in between, Moen has a bathroom collection to suit every taste.

Our bathroom suites range in style from traditional to modern, encompassing all styles in between. They’re also available in a variety of on-trend finishes and styles including single- and two-handle faucets, Roman tub faucets, garden tub faucets, bidets and trims.

All Moen lav faucets feature a flow-optimized aerator, using up to 30% less water (compared to traditional faucets) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards valuable LEED® points.

All Moen lav and kitchen faucets are California AB1953 and Vermont S152 compliant. Moen offers many Eco-Performance products that contribute toward meeting CALGreen requirements.

For more information on CSI accessories from Moen, visit moen.com or call 1-800-BUY-MOEN.
Design is more than style. Consider faucet functionality.

- Measure your sink and faucet to determine what models will fit. Faucets are measured by the distance between the mounting holes—center-to-center.
- Most centerset and mini-widespread faucets are 4” centers, while widespread faucets range from 8” to 16”.

Determine the mounting options for your sink.
Weymouth®

Weymouth’s gracious design details and distinctive Victorian finishing touches present a sense of uncommon luxury. Signature styling elements include porcelain inlays with antiqued decorative script and a refined shepherd’s spout. Complement Weymouth with coordinated lighting and accessories to make an extravagant statement in your traditional bath.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

Single-Handle Lav Faucet
S42107

Widespread Lav Faucet
Lever Handles / TS42108* (shown)
Cross Handles / TS42114*

Wallmount Lav Faucet
Lever Handles / TS42106*
Cross Handles / TS42112* (shown)

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), LifeShine® Polished Nickel (NL)
EXACTTEMP® 3/4"
Thermostatic Showering Technology
• Pinpoint temperature control and consistency
• Volume control handles create a customizable showering experience
• High flow (18 gpm @ 60 psi)

POSITEMP®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

Shower Only Trim / TS32112*
• One 9” two-function rainshower showerhead with Immersion® Rainshower Technology
• Individual volume control handle

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ROMAN TUB FAUCETS

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower
Lever Handles / TS21104*
Cross Handles / TS21102* (shown)

Roman Tub Faucet Only
Lever Handles / TS22103*
Cross Handles / TS22101* (Lever handles only)

BIDET
Lever Handles / TS42105*

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Pivoting Paper Holder
24” Towel Bar
18” Towel Bar

Double Robe Hook
Towel Ring
Tank Lever
Door Sign

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Fina®
Smooth and sophisticated, Fina faucets and accessories prove that sometimes it’s the quiet statements that command the most attention. Softly sculpted, Fina offers a beautiful balance of curves and linear forms that add depth to a modern bath.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

Widespread Lav Faucet
TS41708*

Single-Handle Lav Faucet
S41707

Wallmount Lav Faucet
TS41706*
EXACTTEMP® 3/4”

*Pinpoint temperature control and consistency
*Volume control handles create a customizable showering experience
*High flow [18 gpm @ 60 psi]

POSİ-TEMP®

*Pressure-balancing control

**Shower Only Trim / TS31712**
*7” rainshower showerhead with Immersion® Rainshower Technology
*Individual volume control handle

**Tub and Shower Trim with single-function rainshower showerhead with Immersion Rainshower Technology and diverter spout**
TS31704*

**CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS**

Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

**ROMAN TUB FAUCETS**

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower
TS21704*

Roman Tub Faucet Only
TS21703*

**BIDET**

TS41705*

**ACCESSORIES**

Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Glass Shelf with towel bar
Robe Hook
Towel Ring
24” Double Towel Bar

Pivoting Paper Holder
24” Towel Bar
18” Towel Bar
Tank Lever

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Felicity®

Can a faucet feel like a piece of jewelry? The Felicity collection’s graceful lines and octagonal forms create a transitional style that adds the sparkle and glamour needed for both modern and traditional decorating styles.

**LAVATORY FAUCETS**

- High-Arc Widespread Lav Faucet / TS448*
- Widespread Lav Faucet TS447*

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)
EXACTTEMP® 3/4"

Thermostatic Showering Technology
• Pinpoint temperature control and consistency
• Volume control handles create a customizable showering experience
• High flow (18 gpm @ 60 psi)

POSITIVEM®

Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

Tub and Shower Trim with single-function rainshower showerhead with Immersion Rainshower Technology and diverter spout / TS344*

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

HIGHLY TUB FAUCETS

High-Arc Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower / TS244*
High-Arc Roman Tub Faucet Only TS243*

BIDET TS445*

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Glass Shelf with towel bar
Double Robe Hook
Pivoting Paper Holder

Towel Ring
24" Towel Bar
18" Towel Bar
Tank Lever

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Arris™ NEW!

Who says curves can’t be contemporary? Arris faucets and accessories feature a cylindrical look that’s thoroughly modern. Sharp angles add distinctive contrast to the tubular lines that dominate each piece in this collection.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome [C], LifeShine® Brushed Nickel [BN]
EXACTTEMP® 3/4"

Thermostatic Showering Technology

• Pinpoint temperature control and consistency
• Volume control handles create a customizable showering experience
• High flow [18 gpm @ 60 psi]

POSI-TEMP®

Showering Technology

• Pressure-balancing control

Tub and Shower Trim with 10" single-function rainshower showerhead with Immersion Rainshower Technology and diverter spout

TS22003* / TS22003EP†
TS22003NH*

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS

Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

Available with ioDIGITAL® technology.

ROMAN TUB FAUCETS

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower / TS93004*
Roman Tub Faucet Only / TS93003*

BIDET TS52005*

ACCESSORIES

Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Robe Hook Wallmount
Paper Holder Magnifying
Towel Ring Mirror
24" Towel Bar 12" Grab Bar
18" Towel Bar 18" Grab Bar
Tank Lever 24" Grab Bar

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Waterhill®

Vintage and full of character, Waterhill bath faucets and accessories bring provincial elegance to today’s more traditional homes. Period-era details, like a gooseneck spout and top finial, give each faucet an authentic feel.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

**Single-Handle Lav Faucet with swivel spout / S411**
Deckplate included. Can be used with vessel extension kit S115.

**Two-Handle Widespread Lav Faucet / TS418**

**Wallmount Lav Faucet TS416**

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**
Chrome, LifeShine® Polished Nickel [NL], LifeShine® Brushed Nickel [BN], Oil Rubbed Bronze [ORB], Wrought Iron [WR]
EXACTTEMP® 3/4"

Thermostatic Showering Technology
• Pinpoint temperature control and consistency
• Volume control handles create a customizable showering experience
• High flow (18 gpm @ 60 psi)

POSI-TEMP®

Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

Tub and Shower Trim with single-function rainshower showerhead with Immersion Rainshower Technology and diverter spout / TS314*

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

Available with ioDIGITAL® technology.

ROMAN TUB FAUCETS

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower and rotating spout with locking feature / TS213*
Roman Tub Faucet Only / TS214*

BIDET TS415*

ACCESSORIES

Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Glass Shelf
Double Robe Hook
Pivoting Paper Holder
Towel Ring
18" Towel Bar Tank Lever
24" Double Towel Bar
Decorative Knob
Drawer Pull

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
With ultra-modern styling, the 90° collection is a study in minimalism. Geometric forms, squared corners and straight lines create an urban focal point for today’s contemporary baths.

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**
Chrome (C), LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN)

**LAVATORY FAUCETS**

**Single-Handle Vessel Lav Faucet / S6711**

**Single-Handle Open Trough Lav Faucet / S6705 NEW!**

*Deckplate included. Can be used with vessel extension kit 147556.*

**Widespread Lav Faucet**
TS6720*

**Wallmount Lav Faucet**
TS6730*
EXACTTEMP® 3/4"
Thermostatic Showering Technology
• Pinpoint temperature control and consistency
• Volume control handles create a customizable showering experience
• High flow (18 gpm @ 60 psi)

MOENTROL®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control with adjustable volume

POSİ-TEMＰ®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

Shower Only / TS7115*
• 7” rainshower showerhead with Immersion® Rainshower Technology
• Individual volume control handle

Tub and Shower Trim with single-function rainshower showerhead with Immersion Rainshower Technology and diverter spout
TS3713*

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ROMAN TUB FAUCETS

ioDIGITAL® controller, remote, hand shower / TS9041* with TS3495* & SA349
Remote available in black or chrome.

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower / TS904*
Roman Tub Faucet Only / TS903*

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Robe Hook
Towel Ring
12” Grab Bar

Tank Lever
Drawer Pull
18” Grab Bar

Decorative Knob
24” Towel Bar
24” Grab Bar

Pivoting Paper Holder
18” Towel Bar
36” Grab Bar

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Rothbury™

Tailored yet relaxed, masculine yet lustrous—the Rothbury collection is an exercise in design balance. The inspiration for Rothbury’s style may come from the past, but it works seamlessly with today’s more casual lifestyles.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

Single-Handle Lav Faucet
S6202

Centerset Lav Faucet
S6201

Widespread Lav Faucet
TS6205*

Wallmount Lav Faucet
TS6204*

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), Antique Bronze (AZ)
EXACTTEMP® 3/4”

Thermostatic Showering Technology
• Pinpoint temperature control and consistency
• Volume control handles create a customizable showering experience
• High flow [18 gpm @ 60 psi]

Shower Only Trim / TS8115*
• With single-function showerhead
• Individual volume control handle

MOENTROL®

Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control with adjustable volume

Two-Handle Transfer Valve Trim / TS4211*
• Add your choice of showerhead, hand shower or two body sprays

Tub and Shower Trim with single-function showerhead and diverter spout / TS3213*

POSİ-TEMP®

Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

Tub and Shower Trim with single-function showerhead and diverter spout
TS2213*
TS2213EP*†
TS2213NH*

EP = Eco-Performance
NH = without showerhead

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ROMAN TUB FAUCETS

ioDIGITAL® controller, remote, hand shower / TS9222* with TS3495* & SA349
Remote available in black or chrome.

BIDET TS5285*

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Double Robe Hook
Pivoting Paper Holder
24” Towel Bar
18” Towel Bar
24” Double Towel Bar

Glass Shelf
Towel Ring
Tank Lever
Decorative Knob
Drawer Pull

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Icon™

Icon proves that petite forms can inspire great design. Sleek and simple, European influences abound: unobstructed lines, thin curves and crisp water flow make Icon faucets and accessories so eye-catching.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

Single-Handle Lav Faucet
S6500
Deckplate included. Can be used with vessel extension kit A1717.

Centerset Lav Faucet
S6510

Widespread Lav Faucet
TS6520*

Wallmount Lav Faucet
TS6530*

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), LifeShine® Brushed Bronze (BB)
**CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS**

Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

**ROMAN TUB FAUCETS**

- **ioDIGITAL® controller, remote, hand shower / TS9622* with TS3495* & SA349**
- **BIDET TS5215***

**ACCESSORIES**

Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

- Pivoting Paper Holder
- 18" Towel Bar
- 24" Towel Bar
- 24" Double Towel Bar
- Double Robe Hook
- Glass Shelf
- Towel Ring
- Tank Lever
- Decorative Knob
- Drawer Pull

*All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**

- Chrome, LifeShine®
- Brushed Nickel (BN), LifeShine®
- Brushed Bronze (BB)

†Remote available in black or chrome.

**POSITIVE TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER (PTC)**

- Constant temperature control

**MOENTROL®**

- Pressure-balancing control with adjustable volume

**EXACTTEMP® 3/4"**

- Thermostatic Showering Technology
  - Pinpoint temperature control and consistency
  - Volume control handles create a customizable showering experience
  - High flow (18 gpm @ 60 psi)

**Tub and Shower Trim with single-function showerhead and diverter spout / TS2143* TS2143EP*† / TS2143NH***

- EP = Eco-Performance
- NH = without showerhead

**Shower Only Trim / TS9115***

- With single-function showerhead

**Two-Handle Transfer Valve Trim / TS4112***

- Add your choice of showerhead, hand shower or two body sprays

**Tub and Shower Trim with single-function showerhead and diverter spout / TS2156***

Available with ioDIGITAL® technology.

‡All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Monticello®
Monticello faucets and accessories are the very definition of timeless style.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

Centerset Lav Faucet
4551

Widespread Lav Faucet
T4570*

Widespread Lav Faucet with high-arc spout / T4572*
Not available in LifeShine Brushed Nickel.

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome, Chrome/LifeShine® Polished Brass (CP), LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), LifeShine® Polished Brass (P)
MOENTROL®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control with adjustable volume

Two-Handle Transfer Valve Trim / T4110*
• Add your choice of showerhead, hand shower or two body sprays

Tub and Shower Trim with Moenflo® XL single-function showerhead and diverter spout / T3129*
Not available in LifeShine Brushed Nickel.

TUB AND SHOWER TRIM
Tub and Shower Trim with Moenflo XL single-function showerhead and diverter spout
T2449* / T2449EP†
T2449NH*
EP = Eco-Performance
NH = without showerhead

POSITEMP®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ROMAN TUB FAUCETS

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower / T953*
Roman Tub Faucet Only / T951*

Roman Tub High-Arc Faucet with hand shower / T956*
Roman Tub High-Arc Faucet Only T954*
Not available in LifeShine Brushed Nickel.

BIDET T5270*

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Robe Hook
Paper Holder
24” Towel Bar
18” Towel Bar

Towel Ring
Glass Shelf
12” Grab Bar
18” Grab Bar

24” Grab Bar
30” Grab Bar
36” Grab Bar

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
**Voss™**

Crisp edges and uncomplicated style features give the Voss collection an ageless, yet fashion-forward, presence. Each silhouette brings a confident transitional style to the bath.

**LAVATORY FAUCETS**

**Single-Handle Lav Faucet**
6903
*Deckplate included.*

**Centerset Lav Faucet**
6901

**Widespread Lav Faucet**
T6905*

**Wallmount Lav Faucet**
T6906*

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**
Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)
MOENTROL®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control with adjustable volume

POSİ-TEMPl
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ROMAN TUB FAUCETS

ioDIGITAL® controller, remote, hand shower / T9694* with T3495* & SA349
Remote available in black or chrome.

BIDET T5269*

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Double Robe Hook
Hair Dryer Holder
Pivoting Paper Holder
24” Towel Bar

18” Towel Bar
Towel Ring
Tank Lever

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Level®
Level faucets and accessories deliver an urban style that’s crisp and bold. With its cultivated European influence, Level brings modern design and chic sophistication to any bath.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

Single-Handle Lav Faucet
6100
Deckplate included.

Single-Handle Vessel Lav Faucet / 6111

Widespread Lav Faucet
T6110*

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN)
POSİ-TEMP®

Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

Roman Tub Faucets

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower / T914*
Roman Tub Faucet Only / T913*

Tub and Shower Trim with single-function showerhead and long-reach diverter spout
T2703* / T2703EP*†
T2703NH*

EP = Eco-Performance
NH = without showerhead

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS

Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ACCESSORIES

Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Robe Hook  Toothbrush Holder  24” Double Towel Bar  Drawer Pull
Pivoting Paper Holder  Single-Post Paper Holder  Mirror  12” Grab Bar
18” Towel Bar  24” Towel Bar  Glass Shelf  18” Grab Bar

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Vestige®

A faceted base and elegant spout are perfect examples of the stunning details that make Vestige faucets and accessories so special. This turn-of-the-century design is an ideal match for a highly traditional bath featuring antique cabinetry.

**LAVATORY FAUCETS**

Centerset Lav Faucet
6301

Widespread Lav Faucet
T6305*

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**

Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)
MOENTROL®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control with adjustable volume

Two-Handle Transfer Valve Trim / T4113*
• Add your choice of showerhead, hand shower or two body sprays

Tub and Shower Trim with Moenflo® XL single-function showerhead and diverter spout
T2503*
T2503EP*†
T2503NH*

POSI-TEMP®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

Tub and Shower Trim with Moenflo XL single-function showerhead and diverter spout
T2606*

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

Available with ioDIGITAL® technology.

ROMAN TUB FAUCETS
ioDIGITAL® controller, remote and hand shower / T9322* with T3495* & SA349
Remote available in black or chrome.

BIDET T5250*

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

| Tank Lever | 24" Towel Bar |
| Double Robe Hook | 18" Towel Bar |
| Pivoting Paper Holder | Towel Ring |
| 24" Double Towel Bar | Glass Shelf |

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Kingsley®

The classic look of Kingsley offers enthusiasts of traditional style the opportunity to make their bathrooms stand out. Each understated detail—like the decorative hot/cold handle caps, simple lever handles and arched spout—comes together to create an enduring style.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

**Single-Handle Lav Faucet / 6102**
Deckplate included. Can be used with vessel extension kit A1616.

**Centerset Lav Faucet / 6101**

**Widespread Lav Faucet / T6105**

**Wallmount Lav Faucet / T6107**
Drain assembly not included.

**High-Arc Centerset Lav Faucet / 6121**

**High-Arc Widespread Lav Faucet / T6125**

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**
Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Antique Nickel (AN), Antique Bronze (AZ), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB), LifeShine® Polished Brass (P), Wrought Iron (WR)
MOENTROL®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control with adjustable volume

Tub and Shower Trim with Moenflo® XL single-function showerhead and diverter spout
T3113*

Two-Handle Transfer Valve Trim / T4111*
• Add your choice of showerhead, hand shower or two body sprays

Tub and Shower Trim with Moenflo XL single-function showerhead and diverter spout
T2113*/ T2113EP*†

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Tank Lever
Double Robe Hook
Pivoting Paper Holder
Towel Ring
18” Towel Bar
24” Towel Bar
Hotel Shelf
24” Double Towel Bar
Glass Shelf
Decorative Knob
Drawer Pull
12” Grab Bar
18” Grab Bar
24” Grab Bar
24” Grab Bar
30” Grab Bar
36” Grab Bar
42” Grab Bar

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Brantford™

With intricate architectural features that transcend time, Brantford faucets and accessories give any bath a polished, traditional look. Classic lever handles, a tapered spout and globe finial give this collection universal appeal.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

Single-Handle Lav Faucet
6600
Deckplate included. Can be used with vessel extension kit A1717.

Centerset Lav Faucet
6610

Widespread Lav Faucet
T6620*

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)
POSİ-TEMP®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Tank Lever  Double Robe Hook
Paper Holder  24” Towel Bar
Towel Ring  18” Towel Bar

BIDET  T5225*

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Eva®

With flowing curves, the Eva collection’s transitional design is pure and organic. Petal-like handles and swan-like spout bring a relaxed feeling to the bath.

**LAVATORY FAUCETS**

- **Single-Handle Lav Faucet**
  - 6400
  - Deckplate included. Can be used with vessel extension kit A1717.

- **Centerset Lav Faucet**
  - 6410

- **Widespread Lav Faucet**
  - T6420*

**CHOOSE YOUR FINISH**

Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN), Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)
POSI-TEMP®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

Tub and Shower Trim with EasyClean® XLT showerhead and long-reach diverter spout
T2133* / T2133EP**†

EP = Eco-Performance

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Tank Lever
Robe Hook
Paper Holder
24" Towel Bar

18" Towel Bar
Towel Ring
Hotel Shelf

BIDET T5220*

ROMAN TUB FAUCET

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower / T944*

Roman Tub Faucet Only / T943*

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water [compared to traditional showerheads] without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.
*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
Method™

A modern blend of flat planes and curves gives Method faucets and accessories a chic look. Each piece features a simple profile essential for today’s contemporary baths.

LAVATORY FAUCETS

Single-Handle Lav Faucet
6810
*Deckplate included.

Single-Handle Lav Faucet with vessel extension
6810+A2020

Widespread Lav Faucet
T6820*

CHOOSE YOUR FINISH
Chrome, LifeShine® Brushed Nickel (BN)
POSI-TEMP®
Showering Technology
• Pressure-balancing control

ROMAN TUB FAUCET

Roman Tub Faucet with hand shower / T987*
Roman Tub Faucet Only / T986*

CUSTOM SHOWERING OPTIONS
Order showering components individually to customize your showering experience. Learn more at moen.com.

ACCESSORIES
Complete the look with bath accessories designed to match your faucet style and finish.

Tank Lever
Double Robe Hook
Pivoting Paper Holder

24” Towel Bar
18” Towel Bar
Towel Ring

†All indicated Moen flow-optimized showerheads use up to 30% less water (compared to traditional showerheads) without sacrificing performance, are certified to meet WaterSense® labeling criteria and contribute towards maximizing LEED® points.

*Rough-in valve required. Please see price catalog for rough-in model numbers.
One of the quickest and easiest ways to change your bathroom’s style is by updating or adding accessories. For a rather small investment and a short amount of time, you can completely change the look of your bathroom.

From towel bars and robe hooks to shelves and mirrors, Creative Specialties International® (CSI) features accessories designed to coordinate and complete the style and configurations of your Moen® bath collection.

For more information on CSI accessories from Moen, visit CSI.moen.com or call 1-800-BUY-MOEN.
The perfect match for a modern kitchen.
New for 2013: Align™. See the full collection on page 20.